Ice-Sheet Mass Balance in the combined area of Shirase, Soya and Harald Glacier Basins
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In this study, we estimate the mass change of the combined area of Shirase, Soya and Harald Glacier basins, caused by runoff using GRACE satellite gravimetry data, RACMO2.3 surface mass balance (SMB) model, and JARE snow-stakes data. JARE snow-stakes observation is performed on a line (traverse route), while the GRACE-derived mass variation is regional average. Therefore we cannot compare these two variations directly. However, if averaged mass variations of the traverse routes temporally correlate well with the ones of the areas, at least in principle, we can derive a regional average of the mass variation from snow-stakes data by multiplying scaling factor. To investigate the spatial representativity of mass variations of snow-stakes traverse route, we used (non-filtered) RACMO2.3 model, and compared the time series of the mass variations of the average of traverse route and area average. The results showed that the two data sets correlated well with each other. After estimating scaling factors, we finally obtained 30.0 Gt/yr, as the total runoff value of the combined area of Shirase, Soya and Harald Glaciers.
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